
CAUTION!
The purpose of the timer is to prevent power overload 
while charging laptops in conjunction with peripheral 
components.  The charge mode is independent of 
auxiliary mode to minimize risk of power overage.  To 
provide charging power to laptops, toggle the Master 
Switch to "CHRG".  To provide power to peripheral 
components, toggle the Master Switch to "AUX".

LT30 Laptop Cart Timer
55210

Timer Instructions:
Before you begin, please make sure all parts and 
proper quantities are included.  Any parts damaged 
during shipment must be reported within 15 days of 
receipt.  To report information regarding damages or if 
you have any questions, please call 1-800-235-1262.
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The LT30 Cart Timer is a 240 minute time switch that provides accurate timing with 15 - 
240 minute increments.  Easy to set and operate.

The cycle timer is located on the instructor side of unit.  The timer has 24 outlets which 
are controlled by the red lighted master switch.  The master switch is a 3-position rocker 
switch. The timer controls 24 outlets (12-A & 12-B) designated for the charging of 
laptops.  The outlets are controlled by the cycle switch and can alternate charging time 
between cycle A and B.  The 7 outlets located on the student side may be used for 
various auxiliary applications.

1.) Plug the power cord into a 110-volt standard outlet.

2.) Plug appropriate equipment into both Side “A” & “B”.  Toggle the Master Switch to
     the “CHARGE” position.

3.) To charge Side "A" ONLY, toggle the Cycle Switch to "A" position.

4.) To charge Side "B" ONLY, toggle the Cycle Switch to "B" position.

5.) To cycle charge BOTH "A & B", toggle the Cycle Switch to "CYCLE" position.  Set
      timer to desired cycling increment.  After Side "A" expires the timer will activate
      Side “B” for the same period of time and will continue to do so until the Master
      Switch is set to the "OFF" position.
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